In Geography we will:











Labelling the main features of a mountain e.g.
base, plateau, face, mountain range, tree line.
Identifying the key mountains in UK and Europe
Looking in greater depth at the Alps in Germany
Learning how mountains are formed and relate to
work on rocks in science

In DT we will be:




In Art we will be:




In Science we will be:






Exploring mark making to add details to our
drawings and paintings.
Exploring brush strokes to create textures and
patterns
Use different media – pastels for drawing




This term in Owl’s class we will be..

Making prehistoric shelters
Exploring different ways to join fabric using sewing
skills
Exploring different ways to decorate fabric using
sewing skills

In History we will be:




In Maths we will be:

In RE we will be:




Learning about some of the ways Hindus celebrate
Divali and thinking about how a Hindu child may
feel.
Thinking about what Christmas means to them and
what Christmas means to Christians

In English we will be:





Reading a variety of texts including; myths,
poetry, picture books, novels and information
texts.
Writing in a variety of forms including; formal and
informal letters, poetry, instructions, story writing
and information texts.



Learning how to use a greater range of
punctuation marks.



Learning common spelling patterns.
Developing a neat even, joined handwriting style.



Looking at and creating food chains
Understanding the need for a balanced diet
Finding foods for each type of food group
Name some of the major bones in our skeleton,
compare skeletons of different animals.
Naming, describing and classifying rocks
Learning how fossils are formed






Working on numbers to 1000- representing, ordering
and comparing them.
Adding and subtracting 2 and 3 digit numbers,
introducing column method of calculations.
Multiplying and dividing by 2,5,10, 3 4,8
Learning our tables facts, improving our fluency

Looking at the changes in Britain from the Stone Age
to the Iron Age
Learning about life as a nomadic and as a settler.
Looking at how the development of tools and farming
changed the life of people.

In Music we will be:



Listening and appreciating a range of music from
different traditions and composers
Playing and performing in solo and group contexts using
voices and musical instruments.


In MFL we will be:






Learning key words and phrases in German,
including greetings, feelings and colours.
Writing short phrases and simple sentences.
Learning about German traditions through songs,
games.
Learning about the location of Germany and
identifying some key features.

In PE we will be:






In Computing we will be:




Learning how to stay safe when using the internet
Learning how to open and respond to emails and
how to attach files.

Developing throwing and catching skills and use them
in small sided games
Working on ball on the ground skills with increasing
control and accuracy
Linking balance and travel actions in gymnastics
Working on dynamics, rhythm and expression in dance

